The EOC Uroboard, a multidisciplinary approach to the management of patients with urogenital cancer
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Objective
The need of a Tumour Board(TB) for urogenital tumors(UT) at Ente Ospedaliero Cantonale(EOC) derives from the necessity to offer patients(pts) a treatment strategy agreed by the relevant specialists. The gain in knowledge and capability guarantee accurate diagnosis and pondered treatment indication

Materials
Pts with UT were evaluated within the EOC hospitals by this TB via videoconference. In each meeting urologists, radiation and medical oncologists, radiologists and pathologists were present. For each case medical history, imaging, pathology report and slides were evaluated. A specific treatment strategy or diagnostic indication was then formulated

Results
A total of 220 cases of UT(191 M, 29 F) were discussed from Oct 2010 to Dec 2012. Histology were: 94(43%) prostate, 51(23%) bladder, 50(23%) kidney and 25(11%) testis. After creation of the TB, the percentage of cases discussed at initial diagnosis rose from 14.5% in the first half of 2011 to 20.45% in the second half of 2012, and an increased enrolment rate in clinical trials was observed

Conclusion
The Uroboard guarantees a better definition of tailored treatment strategy for urogenital cancer pts, contributes to the updating of tumour-specific guidelines and increases motivation for enrolment in clinical trials